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Phantasmal matter

« Victoire Gonzalvez questions our inter-
actions with our our daily lives objects.
They are for her symptoms, relics, reflec-
tions of our societies. 
In accordance with Jean Baudrillard’s 
theory « the simulacrum is never what 
hides the truth - it is the truth that hides 
that there is none ». The simulacrum is « 
true », she gives to see the way in which 
the artifice is produced by analysing the 
process of manufacture of these objects, 
in turn finds or rejects. By attacking the 
artificiality that she deconstructs to better 
approach it, the artist only makes the am-
bient disorder more apparent.

Manufactured products - from home per-
fume to the film industry - blur our senses, 
chemistry takes precedence over natural 
aroma, synthetics become the norm, 
realism is born from subterfuge.

Faced with this state of affairs, she dissects, 
through a meticulously elaborated protocol, 
the steps that lead to the closest consistency 
of butter matter; she strives to dismantle the 
stratagems at work in a special effect con-
sisting of popping an eye on the screen in 
the most authentic way possible; she makes 
spare hymens in a packaging for mass distri-
bution. She works on forms, matter, texture, 
appearance in general and sheds light on 
our relationship to the sensible, reminding 
us with detachment that fake has nowadays 
almost become a life-style. »

-

Text by Camille Velluet for the collective 
exhibition « Un plus Grand Lac » at Ma-
gasins Généraux, Pantin, 2020

self-portrait, 2022



Get in meine Süße

« Interior of someone looking to be home.
bed - « Koulitch »
next to the bed- « Minnie »
table - « Note »
chair - « Butt flies »
fridge- « Dolphin »
on top of the fridge - « Pickles »

Note to the public for the exhibition 
« Get in meine Süße », Raumstation, 
Stuttgart, 2022 

Get in meine Süße
exhibition view

Raumstation, Stuttgart 

Minnie, 2022



Get in meine Süße
exhibition view

Raumstation, Stuttgart 



Koulitch
exhibition view  « Get in meine Süße »

Raumstation, Stuttgart

double bed, blanket, winter coat, paper, ribbon, 

Koulitch dough, cherry syrup, sugar

2022 



Minnie
exhibition view « Get in meine Süße »

Raumstation, Stuttgart

lamp, shoe box, heels without heels, gift paper, 

chantilly cream

2022



Halo
exhibition view « Get in meine Süße »

Raumstation, Stuttgart

Christmas festoon

2022



Note
exhibition view « Get in meine Süße »

Raumstation, Stuttgart

table, poppies plastic tablecloth,  Sissi chocolate, 

fortune cookie prediction

2022



Butt flies
exhibition view « Get in meine Süße »

Raumstation, Stuttgart

chair, denim skirt, PU foam, rhinestones, 

Dextro energizer  

2022



Pickles
exhibition view « Get in meine Süße »

Raumstation, Stuttgart

drawers, Torten Creme box, vinegar bottle, 

oil bottle, pepper, bowl, carrots, cucumber, ribbon

 2022



Real Dolphin 
exhibition view « Get in meine Süße »

Raumstation, Stuttgart

paper bag hearts, 

sugar dolphin

 2022



Living water springing from earth

 « Born from an exchange of letters, the 
artistic collaboration of Victoire Gonzalvez 
and Farès Hadj-Sadok takes shape around 
a shared interest in decoy and simulacrum, 
religious and esoteric references, and 
funerary art. This plastic encounter takes 
shape and blossoms within the joint crea-
tion of a large-scale piece, emblematic of 
the themes that animate them: a fountain 
entirely conceived in soap, created spe-
cifically for the space of the Manufacture 
du Fer à Cheval, a Marseille soap factory 
founded in the 19th century [...]
 The fountain is a pattern in the public 
space. As a meeting place, it is the often 
neglected backdrop to our life stories. 
In turn public or domestic building, 
element of sumptuous decoration of the 
mythological accounts or simple source of 
living water which springs from ground, 
its character sometimes sacred and 
marked of a certain magic, confers a 
timeless dimension. [...]

Like that of youth - synonymous with regen-
eration - the four-handed work of Victoire 
Gonzalvez and Farès Hadj-Sadok questions 
the beautiful, the sacred, the heritage and 
the craft. It is the fruit of their luminous and 
occult visions, of a complicity cultivated and 
fleshed out by love letters exchanged over 
several months. It is also the opportunity to 
slip into a creative process made of smells, 
desires, desires of materials and desires of 
materials.

 The duo questions our life paths and the 
directions we take every day when they ask 
us to make a wish. […] During this artis-
tic residency, Victoire Gonzalvez and Farès 
Hadj-Sadok sculpt time by taking possession 
of a form designed to remain unchanging in 
the space of the soap factory. The work is 
destined to remain in place and to welcome 
tomorrow’s bettors. Drawn by the smell of 
soap, seduced by the promise of the two 
artists, they will come, in turn, to try their 
luck.»
  

Extracts from the text by Emploi Fictif  for the 
performance « Linvig water springing from 
earth  » during the Heritage Days of the soap 
factory Fer à Cheval, Marseille, septembre 
2021

-

Fountain
installation view

soap factory Fer à Cheval, Marseille

Marseille soap, brass tap

170 x 60 x 20 cm

2021

in collaboration with Farès Hadj-Sadok





Looking in on me changing  

« The exhibition Looking in on me chang-
ing is a search for decor, textures and 
surfaces creating patterns. Often orna-
mental, as well as images of juxtaposed 
times, places and existences, the real 
and the fake. Artists Victoire Gonzalvez 
and Lauren Januhowski interrogate the 
physicality of the gaze as a means of deci-
phering the real and the fake, or the false, 
without creating a hierarchy. The reactions 
resulting from the act of observing objects 
create feedback loops, combining real and 
imaginary realities, pushing them towards 
a collision in a homogeneous space.

[…] « Looking in on me changing » is a title 
with a double meaning. Looking in, observ-
ing someone’s transformation could induce a 
sense of care, attention, interest. At the same 
time, it could imply a passive detachment 
and indifference towards a certain change. 
However, the same words convey another 
meaning : an intrusive look, an invasion of 
a private space, a violation of intimacy. It is 
precisely in this multiplicity, as well as in 
the possible ambiguity of a bad translation, 
that the contradictory flavour of the exposed 
works resides, delicately oscillating the spec-
tator from a playful and distracting state to a 
moderate uneasiness. »

Extract from the text by Gabriela Anco de 
Gabriela Anco for the duo show « Looking in 
on me changing » galerie Mansart, Paris, July 
2021

-

Lili Wallpaper 
exhibition view « Looking in on me changing » 

galerie Mansart, Paris

three-pass screen-printed wallpaper 

2021

in collaboration with Lauren Januhowski

screenshot Lili Eye Smiling, 2021



Caterpillar in the Arm
exhibition view « Looking in on me changing » 

galerie Mansart, Paris

plastic mannequin joint, Christmas 

bauble, sugar

20 × 15 × 10 cm

2021



Sintashell 
exhibition view « Looking in on me changing » 

galerie Mansart, Paris

sink, resin, river pearls

 35 × 12 × 35 cm

2021

in collaboration with Farès Hadj-Sadok



Couteau
exhibition view « Looking in on me changing » 

galerie Mansart, Paris

ceramic knife blade, sugar, fabric

26 × 6 × 5 cm

2021



Lili Eye Smiling 
exhibition view « Looking in on me changing » 

galerie Mansart, Paris

HD video mapping, sandblasted mirror

65 x 53 cm

2021



Lili Kit
exhibition view « Looking in on me changing » 

galerie Mansart, Paris

paper, stickers, cardboard, plastic bag

31 x 21 cm

2021



Crû 

« […] Behind the object naturalness, the 
serene evidence of its functionality - which 
is in fact a pseudo justification - hides an 
ideology. It is the exclusive relationship to 
comfort that Dolphin (2021) evokes. On 
the left of a panel of LEDs producing pale 
and acidic lights, rests a stained glass win-
dow made of sugar. The dolphin depicted 
in it crosses a sun against a pink sky.

This image invokes archetypal tourist 
goodie patterns found in aqua park stores. 
In the four-part curved lamp, the junction 
of two pairs of fleshy masses is drawn, as if 
tattooed butt in low relief were watching us. 
In any point of view, this object is closed. It 
does not serve so much to illuminate with its 
light but to signify the phantasmal 
atmosphere of a landscape. »

Extract from the text by Lila Torqueo for the 
collective exhibition « Crû » at Palais des 
Beaux-Arts, Paris, June-July 2021

-

Dolphin
exhibition view « Crû » 

Palais des Beaux-Arts, Paris

sugar, LED lamp

50 × 56 cm

2021

exhibition view « Crû », 2021



Surface

A Marseille soap pharmacy box contains a 
caterpillar made in sugar. The votive sweet 
and its receptacle omen a recovery.

« […] Under the glass plate, the milk con-
tinues to expire. The oil soap is the setting 
for the chlorophyll which fades in the sun-
light and dries in the air. UV rays discolor 
the textile fiber. The surfaces are visible for a 
limited period of time. Tomorrow their face 
will have changed. These are slow phenome-
na that require a viewer. That the successive 
changes remain in a memory. »

Extract from the text by Victoire Gonzalvez
for the group exhibition « Surface » at 
None Atelier, Aubervilliers, May 2021

-

Pharmacy box
exhibition view « Surface » 

None Atelier, Aubervilliers

Marseille soap, plexiglas, sugar,

50 × 35 × 12 cm

2021 

in collaboration with Farès Hadj-Sadokvue de l’exposition « Surface », 2021



Sent With Love

« Sent With Love » is a duo postal e
xhibition project created from mailings. 
Using the space of the envelope as a place 
of presentation, the works are weekly sent. 
The project explores the possibilities of 
working using only objects that we have in 
spaces we live. Combining our daily experi-
ences over time allows us to consider new 
ways to create together.

-

« The duo was formed in 2020 around an 
exchange of letters. A response to the pan-
demic situation that aroused the need of new 
rituals. The letter offered them new con-
straints to handle while sharing their inti-
mate and creative thoughts. »

Text by Margot Bollin, June 2021

-

Sent With Love
Edition view « Sent With Love » 

by the graphic designer Emma Pin

series of 10 postal sendings

between November 2020 and March 2021

in collaboration with Farès Hadj-Sadok

FHS envoi 1, 2020







Coded-Object
photographic archive
2018–2019



Sintafoam Diary

The term “sintafoam” refers to a polyure-
thane resin used primarily in the toy and 
entertainment industry to and entertain-
ment industry to be able to produce 
quickly and cheap any shape with a wide 
range of surface visual aspect. Who is at 
the origin ? For whom are manufactured 
the shapes that surround us today ? What 
production methods generate a smooth 
and homogeneous tangible world without 
a single roughness toto cling ? Why is the 
invitation to contact gradually disappear-
ing ? What causes the feeling of a sanitised 
space ? What are
standards ? 

The forms of the installation 
installation « Sintafoam Diary » have been 
nourished by encounters with different in-
dustries having in common the fabrication 
of - fakes . There are infinite possibilities to 
create your own reality. The imitation then 
becomes an interpretation, a translation 
, the relic of something missing. The instal-
lation articulates motifs extracted from an 
artificial environment. To which the access 
would be closed . 

Note to the public for MFA installation
« Sintafoam Diary », September 2020

-

Butter Dish
installation view « Sintafoam Diary » 

ENSAD, Paris

butter, toast, paper plate

12 x 37 x 56 cm

2020Toasts , 2020



Sintafoam Diary
installation view

ENSAD, Paris



Poulaine
installation view « Sintafoam Diary » 

ENSAD, Paris

wool, nylon, turnbuckles, 

hose reel, metal weights

250 x 190 cm

2020





Reliquary
installation view « Sintafoam Diary » 

ENSAD, Paris

glass paste, orthopaedic shoe sole

 62 x 33 x 25 cm

2018-2020



I’ll take you to the Candy Shop
installation view « Sintafoam Diary » 

ENSAD, Paris

sugar paste, detergent capsules, 

cardboard, wrapping paper, tissue paper

(4 pieces) 

8 x 16 cm

2020



Joan Glory Peel (collection synthetic hymens)
installation view « Sintafoam Diary » 

ENSAD, Paris

silicone, fabric, plexiglas, wood, PU resin, sticker, paper

(24 pieces) 

4 x 17 x 20 cm

2019-2020



Chroma
installation view « Sintafoam Diary » 

ENSAD, Paris

blotting paper, felt, vinegar, baking soda

150 x 69 cm

2020



Un plus grand Lac

A special effects team wants to know what 
material of gelatine, wax, butter etc. will 
suit the most to represent an impaled eye. 
The film shows the deconstruction of a 
special effect, each of the four performers 
has a specific role in the chain action: the 
impaler perforates the eye, the prosthetist 
places the eye to be tested, the screamer 
yells to signify to the group that the eye is 
pierced, the sampler classifies the different 
materials tested.

-

« With The Zombie Flesh Eaters’ Making Of, 
Victoire Gonzalvez unveils the artifice of hor-
rific gore cinema. In reference to the epon-
ymous film by Italian filmmaker Lucio Fulci, 
the video presents the production of a trick 
whose repetitiveness dissipates the dramatic 
plot of the scene. » 

Extract from the text by Simon Grainville for 
the collective exhibition « Un plus Grand Lac 
», Magasins Généraux, Pantin, 
October-November 2020

-

Zombie Flesh Eater’s Making Of 16: 9 video color 

5: 32 min

2020

 exhibition view « Un plus Grand Lac », 2020



La Plèvre 16: 9 video color

9:15 min

2020



Support-2 soap, acrylic paint, plastic handles, 

cutting wire

performance 4: 00 min

2018



Vector Flower thermoformed plastic

32 x 29 x 9 cm

2017
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